
Market Outlook

Fixed Income Outlook.  Short-end and long-end of the yield curve bound to soften on 
triple R cut hopes per BSP 0.9% October inflation forecast.  Also, lesser gov’t borrowing in 
Q4  looms.  Third, the 100 bps triple R cut takes  effect next month.  Fourth, gov’t securi-
ties maturities will even out with the  RTB float of almost the same volume, slightly above 
Php200bn in Q4.  

This outlook is in sync with Fed Funds Futures predicting higher odds of 83% for a Fed rate 
cut on Oct. 31 FOMC meeting (PH time) on weak US data:  (1) initial jobless claims at  214k 
vs Bloomberg survey of 215k, and (2) Fed Reserve Bank of New York’s inflation outlook 
slowed to 2.4% in Sep. from Aug.’s 2.5%. 

The IBCLR remained flat at 4.0938% and a bit higher than the RRP of 4%. 

Equities Outlook.  PSEi to consolidate at 7,700–7,900 amid the ff: 
 (1) low trading volume, touching half of the Php6bn year-to-date average; 
 (2) US-China mini-trade deal failing to impress; 
 (3) possible US trade sanctions on EU and Turkey; and
 (4) China’s GDP at its 27-year low pace in Q3 to 6% vs consensus 6.1%. 

Plus factors for PSEi:  (1) imminent Brexit deal and (2) robust Q3 earnings (i.e BPI beat at 
Php22bn YTD vs FY forecast of Php27.5bn, and CIC Q3 rebound, +47% to Php156mn).   

Net foreign outflows slowed to Php852mn MTD-Oct.15 from Sep.’s Php7.4bn outflows.  YTD 
at Php5.4bn from May’s high of Php43bn.  Key data to be released in October are:  PH budget 
balance for Sep. (Oct 21), China’s manufacturing data for Oct. (Oct. 31) and FOMC meeting 
(Oct 31).

Currencies. Expect PHP to remain at P51 level due to: (1) resilient remittances (Aug. +4.6% 
vs consensus of +3.8%); (2) hefty forex reserves at $86.2bn, 7.5x import cover;  (3) nar-
rowing trade gap at 1% of GDP or $1.7bn;  and (4) falling inflation.  PHP is the second best 
performing in Asia YTD (+1.8%), next to Thai baht (+7.2%) and outperformed MSCI EM curren-
cies (+0.5%).  BSP expects PHP to end 2019 at P52/$, at the lower end of our (house view) 
forecast of $52-53.

Economic News

IMF cuts anew PH growth outlook to (1) 5.7% from 6% for 2019 and (2) 6.2% from 6.3% for 
2020 due to disappointing H1 growth and sluggish global economy;  better than EM’s +3.9% 
for 2019 and +4.6% for 2020.  World Bank (5.8% from 6.4%), ADB (6% from 6.2%) and AMRO 
(6% from 6.3%) likewise downgraded the PH this year, but expect a rebound in 2020 to 6.1%, 
6.2% and 6.4%, respectively.  

OFW cash remittances rose 4.6% y/y to $2.6bn in Aug. vs 3.7% consensus, augurs well for a 
strong Q3 consumption spending.  YTD cash remittances now at $19.8bn, +3.9% y/y, and at 
the upper end of our forecast (house view) of 2-4% for 2019.   Growth drivers were the US 
(+11.7% to $7.3bn), UK  (+8.4% to $1bn) and South Korea (+85% to $413k), offsetting weak-
ness in the Middle East (-7.2% to $4.1bn) and Europe (-2.7% to $2.7bn).  Remittances likely 
to sustain strong flows in seasonally strong Q4.

Corporate News 

BPI’s Q3 net profit +38.6% y/y to Php8.3bn.  YTD, it tallied at Php22bn (+29.5% y/y), beating 
FY consensus of Php27.5bn.  Drivers were robust growth in (1) net interest income +19.8% to 
Php48.7bn YTD, and (2) non-interest income +37.5% to Php22.3bn due to strong trading gains 
and fees.  BPI closed at Php95/share on Oct. 17, +1.1 YTD.

Concepcion Industrial Corporation’s (CIC) Q3 net income rebounded from Q2’s 25% y/y dip 
to +47% or Php156mn due to growth across all product segments.  YTD, still lower by 4% to 
Php642mn.  CIC closed at Php32/share on Oct. 17, -13.5% YTD.
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PSEi Statistics

Oct 15, 2019 YTD

PSEi 7,840.31 5.0%

FMETF 118.00 5.8%

Net Foreign Buying/(Selling), 
MTD (Php Bn)
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Index Performer (YTD)

Gainers Losers

Stock Price % Chg P/E Stock Price % Chg P/E

JGS 71.00 27% 16.6 DMC 8.75 -32% 7.2

SECB 197.00 27% 12.7 JFC 233.40 -20% 32.3

RLC 25.50 27% 13.2 LTG 13.94 -16% 7.1

Philippine 10-Year Bond Rate


